Autocar CNG Trucks are Top Choice for Waste Industries
As Refuse Industry Embraces Sustainability,
Autocar Leads Both in Clean Technology and Performance

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (Oct. 28, 2013) – Waste Industries, a sustainability-focused refuse hauler
headquartered in Raleigh, North Carolina, recently purchased 38 Autocar® Xpeditor ACX™ refuse trucks,
most of which are equipped with clean-burning CNG engines. Autocar, the refuse truck innovator that
introduced CNG to the refuse industry in 2004 in conjunction with Cummins-Westport, is widely known as
the most reliable natural gas expert in the refuse industry.
"I'd say the primary driver for why we buy Autocar is that they have a lot of experience in natural gas,"
said Josh Thompson, Purchasing Manager at Waste Industries. "Waste Industries is currently converting
the majority of our trucks to run on CNG. Being able to partner with Autocar, the leader in CNG, gave us a
lot of comfort and exposure to working with people who are natural partners for that."
Thompson continued, "We buy Autocar trucks because they have the best uptime of any vehicle that
we've had exposure to, by as much as 25%. We've been buying Autocar sporadically over last decade, but
are now moving towards converting the majority of our fleet to Autocar. Their willingness to work with
body manufacturers to integrate Autocar's chassis with their bodies is unsurpassed."
Ever since Autocar introduced CNG to the refuse truck market, the clean, efficient fuel has emerged as an
industry-wide trend. As Americans seek to lower their dependence on foreign oil, municipalities and
private enterprises across North America are expanding CNG infrastructure. Like Waste Industries,
national haulers such as Republic Services (NYSE) and Waste Management (NYSE) are also increasing the
share of CNG trucks in their fleets every year.
Autocar is the leading CNG and severe service and vocational truck provider in America. As the first refuse
truck maker to adopt the revolutionary Cummins Westport CNG engine, Autocar is bringing energy
independence, economic vitality and environmental consciousness to the North American waste hauling
industry. Headquartered in Hagerstown, Indiana and bearing a century-long history of engineering
innovation, it now manufactures the premier waste hauling tool in the market. Autocar® is affiliated with
Illinois-based GVW Group, LLC.
Since its founding in 1970, Waste Industries has strived to provide a waste collection service that is so
streamlined and stress-free that it falls almost entirely out of its customers' minds. Waste Industries was
traded on the NASDAQ under the ticker WWIN from 1997 until 2008, when Macquarie and Goldman Sachs
completed a take-private transaction, returning the company to its roots, and bringing it back to a style of
business that had inspired success through decades of development. Waste Industries believes in a
sustainable future for waste and the promise of a greener world tomorrow, built upon the actions of today.
###

ABOUT AUTOCAR, LLC
Autocar, LLC, manufacturer of severe-duty vocational trucks carrying the first specialized truck brand in
North America, is the only American-owned and operated original equipment manufacturer (OEM) of
trucks. Autocar’s severe-duty vocational trucks provide customers the perfect tool for their jobs with the
most uptime, support and impact on their bottom line. Autocar collaborates with customers to build trucks

to their exact specifications and needs. Autocar’s purpose-built severe-service truck lines include ACMD
and ACX cab-over trucks, the ACTT and ACTT-E terminal tractors and the DC-64 Class 8 work trucks.
Autocar Truck recognizes that performance and uptime are everything and offers every customer 24/7
access to its Always Up direct factory support center staffed by expert technicians who engineer and build
Autocar’s trucks. Autocar promises to provide trucks that deliver the best value, provide the best service,
provide a complete solution for customers’ needs, do the work right the first time and act proactively,
timely and with simplicity. For more information on Autocar Truck, visit AutocarTruck.com, or call 833857-0200.

